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Recombination is central to the fidelity of meiosis, and helps prevent aneuploidy via the crossovers that keep chromosome homologs physically linked during meiosis. Cohesion between sister chromatids also helps maintain the linkage.
Studies of recombination rates typically rely on conventional genetic analysis from within families or from studies of fetal DNA. In the new study, Christian Ottolini et al. generate a more complete view of recombination by interrogating the genome of the oocyte and both polar bodies-the first polar body being a product of meiosis I, and the second a product of meiosis II. The researchers examined approximately 300,000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms from DNA obtained from polar bodies, oocytes, and embryos from women at fertility clinics, allowing a view of 23 complete meioses. They compared the data with that from both parents and emerged with new insight into recombination.
Consistent with previous thinking, the researchers showed that the genome-wide recombination rates varied, and correlated with the incidence of aneuploidy in individual oocytes and embryos. The researchers also found that a source of trisomy is the premature separation of sister chromatids at meiosis I, a finding consistent with previous studies. This mechanism was more prevalent than textbook examples of trisomy, in which classical meiosis I nondisjunction causes both homologs to segregate to the oocyte at meiosis I, followed by a normal second division. One caveat of this observation is that, like previous studies examining the phenomenon, the results were obtained from women who had undergone hormone stimulation for IVF.
The new study also yielded major surprises. Joined sister chromatids were thought to segregate into the same cell during meiosis I, and during meiosis II these chromatids separate. The new data turn this view on its head. The researchers observed that in many cases, both homologous chromosomes separated their sister chromatids during meiosis I, followed by segregation of the two non-sister chromatid at meiosis II-a pattern the researcher dubbed ''reverse segregation.'' In another surprise finding, the researchers discovered that non-recombinant chromatids preferentially segregate into the second polar body. This mechanism preferentially selects for recombinant chromosomes in offspring, and may act as a shield against inbreeding.
Further studies deploying these emerging techniques should help address questions such as how these mechanisms operate as women age and aneuploidies become more common.
